β-carotene is the molecule that gives carrots, sweet potatoes, squash, and other yellow or orange vegetables their orange color. It is part of a family of chemicals called the carotenoids, which are found in many fruit and vegetables, as well as some animal products such as egg yolks. Carotenoids were first isolated in the early 19th century, and have been synthesized for use as food colorings since the 1950s. Biologically, β-carotene is most important as the precursor of vitamin A in the human diet. It also has anti-oxidant properties and may help in preventing cancer and other diseases.

**Introduction**

The long chain of alternating double bonds (conjugated) is responsible for the orange color of beta-carotene. The conjugated chain in carotenoids means that they absorb in the visible region - green/blue part of the spectrum. So β-carotene appears orange, because the red/yellow colors are reflected back to us.
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**Vitamin A**

Vitamin A has several functions in the body. The most well known is its role in vision - hence carrots "make you able to see in the dark". The retinol is oxidized to its aldehyde, retinal, which complexes with a molecule in the eye called opsin. When a photon of light hits the complex, the retinal changes from the 11-cis form to the all-trans form, initiating a chain of events which results in the transmission of an impulse up the optic nerve. A more detailed explanation is in Photochemical Events.
Other roles of vitamin A are much less well understood. It is known to be involved in the synthesis of certain glycoproteins, and that deficiency leads to abnormal bone development, disorders of the reproductive system, xerophthalmia (a drying condition of the cornea of the eye) and ultimately death.

Vitamin A is required for healthy skin and mucus membranes, and for night vision. Its absence from diet leads to a loss in weight and failure of growth in young animals, to the eye diseases; xerophthalmia, and night blindness, and to a general susceptibility to infections. It is thought to help prevent the development of cancer. Good sources of carotene, such as green vegetables are good potential sources of vitamin A. Vitamin A is also synthetically manufactured by extraction from fish-liver oil and by synthesis from beta-ionone.

**Vitamin A is structurally related to β-carotene.** β-Carotene is converted into vitamin A in the liver. Two molecules of vitamin A are formed from one molecule of beta carotene.

**Oxidation:** If you compare the two molecules, it is clear that vitamin A (retinol) is very closely related to half of the beta-carotene molecule. One way in which beta-carotene can be converted to vitamin A is to break it apart at the center and is thought to be most important biologically. The breakdown of beta-carotene occurs in the walls of the small intestine (intestinal mucosa) and is catalyzed by the enzyme β-carotene dioxygenase to form retinal.

**Reduction Reaction:** The retinal reduced to retinol by retinaldehyde reductase in the intestines. This is the reduction
an aldehyde by the addition of hydrogen atoms to make the alcohol, retinol.

**Esterification Reaction:** The absorption of retinol from the alimentary tract is favored by the simultaneous absorption of fat or oil, especially if these are unsaturated. Retinol is esterified to palmitic acid and delivered to the blood via chylomicrons. Finally the retinol formed is stored in the liver as retinyl esters. This is why cod liver oil used to be taken as a vitamin A supplement. It is also why you should never eat polar bear liver if you run out of food in the Arctic; vitamin A is toxic in excess and a modest portion of polar bear liver contains more than two years supply! Beta-carotene, on the other hand, is a safe source of vitamin A. The efficiency of conversion of beta-carotene to retinol depends on the level in the diet. If you eat more beta-carotene, less is converted, and the rest is stored in fat reserves in the body. So too much beta-carotene can make you turn yellow, but will not kill you with hypervitaminosis.
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